
The orders came loud and clear 
at the beginning of March of last year. 

“Sorry Mom, you’re on house arrest,” 
from Katie in Miami, and “No ballet!” from 
Scarlett across town. In consequence of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, Scarlett herself stopped 
going to Pure Barre, the exercise studio she 
had been attending religiously, and both girls 
were working from home.

House arrest does not worry me. As a 
retired child neurologist in good health 
with two daughters in their thirties and 
independent, I relish the privilege of 
liberation from anyone else’s calendar or 
clock. Only the thought that my ninety-
two-year-old mother in Queens—a short 
trip on the Long Island Railroad in normal 
times—might have a medical emergency 
gives me pause, but thus far she has 
remained well and well cared-for by a live-
in companion and a home health aide. Phone 
calls and videos keep us in close touch, and 
gourmetgiftbaskets.com enables me to mark 
birthdays and holidays.

House arrest does not bore me; I have too 
many projects for that. There is Lollo, the 
African f lower stuffed bear I am crocheting 
for Scarlett, who, with her uncanny knack 
for assigning me challenges, gravitated 
to what might be the most complicated 
pattern on the ravelry.com yarn crafts 
site. There is the delicate eyelet scarf I am 
knitting for Katie out of lace weight gray 
cashmere, sentimental because it was 
destined to be a sweater for my husband 
before it became clear he would not live 
to wear it. There are boxes of documents—
reprints from science papers we published, 

tax returns, work contracts, greeting cards, 
the girls’ school notes, my grandfather’s 
stories—that have been spilling out of my 
closets for years and need to be sorted into 

“keep” or “scan and shred” piles, or as in the 
case of Grandpa Lazarus’s writing, a “scan 
and send to cousins” pile. There is the mask 
factory I set up in my second bedroom from 
which I have sent upwards of 200 masks 
to friends and family after outfitting the 
building staff, and there were the 100 
handwritten postcards I sent to Georgia 
voters to urge people to support the Ossoff/
Warnock campaigns. There is the long 
coveted KitchenAid stand mixer I bought, 
which resulted in a surfeit of baked goods 
and the purchase of a mini-freezer to store 
them. There is my commitment to the long 
delayed pleasure of reading À la recherche 
du temps perdu. And the Thursday morning 
Zoom sessions with my friend Rabbi Judith, 
whose patience as she guides me, with my 
rudimentary Hebrew, through the Torah 
portion of the week is divinity itself.

With the advent of this “great pause,” I 
have felt rested for the first time in ten years. I 
marvel that groceries appear at my door after 
a short session spent clicking on anything I 
fancy and have been smug about my supply 
of scarce cleaning products and paper goods, 
the result of a longstanding habit of buying 
in bulk.

“House arrest” is undaunting. “No ballet,” 
in contrast, spells disaster. I have danced 
almost without interruption since the age 
of four. By the time Scarlett issued her 
injunction, just before the studios closed, I 
was taking Noriko Hara’s classes at Steps on 
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Broadway, a few blocks from my apartment, 
or at Ballet Arts in City Center, three days per 
week, and had participated in two recitals for 
which she did the choreography and sewed 
the costumes. In the four years I have studied 
with her, Noriko has reshaped my alignment, 
increased my flexibility, and given me the 
courage to don pointe shoes for the first 
time in over forty years. I have helped her 
update her CV and acquire permanent faculty 
positions at Steps and elsewhere, giggled at 
her wicked but fair critiques of principal 
dancers, relied on her for ballet world gossip, 
and connected with my ballet buddies in her 
classes. All of it—cut off.

Early in the pandemic I found a barre 
class on the YouTube channel of Kathryn 
Morgan, a former dancer with both New York 
City Ballet and Miami City Ballet, and found 
myself standing between my sink and stove, 
holding onto the one while trying not to kick 
the other in my not-very-expansive kitchen. 
Although the class content and instruction 
were professional, the video was unvarying 
and hence not engaging. In mid-March I 
contacted Scarlett for Instagram tech support 
because I had heard that “The Cindies,” 
Isabella Boylston and James Whiteside, 
principals at American Ballet Theatre (ABT) 
who use this nickname for each other, were 
giving daily barre. Those sessions were both 
rigorous and entertaining, and I did them 
faithfully for a while, moving my iPad to the 
wider space between my kitchen and living 
room, and holding onto the back of a chair 
for support. But their Instagram format, 
too, is unidirectional: the Cindies could 
demonstrate and execute steps but could not 
see us or give corrections.

At the end of March I emailed Noriko to 
ask how she was and to tell her I missed her 

class. She replied that she, too, was getting 
lots of sleep, doing some stretches, barre, a 
couple of center exercises, and “then clean my 
apartment.” Within a few days she circulated 
a sequence of static photos illustrating 
different stretches, but on April 8 her email 
bemoaned that “almost three weeks . . . we 
have no class in studio.” She explained she 
had had problems with her phone and wifi 
that were now resolved and that she had 
purchased an iPad. “If you want to have 
online class . . . I’ll figure it out.” I responded 
that if she taught, I would take her class 
every day. Others must have done the same 
since by mid-April she had set up a Zoom 
class with twenty students on her list of 
invitees. Within a few weeks she established 
a recurring schedule of classes on her own 
and was also teaching from home through the 
Zoom classes established by both Steps and 
Ballet Arts. Noriko was soon teaching two 
or three virtual classes per day, seven days a 
week, with students regularly signing in not 
only from New York but also from California, 
Hawaii, Japan, and Singapore.

In the beginning we were tentative about 
Kitchen Ballet, not certain how or whether 
the rituals of the studio would translate to 
solitary lessons in the limited space of our 
apartments. I had learned from Claire, a math 
professor who took Nicolas Orloff’s class 
when I did back in the ’70s, that one must 
never dance without lipstick. To which I added, 
one must never dance without perfume. Did 
these things matter now? What about hair 
pulled back and carefully shaped into a bun 
at the nape, held with a fine net and a round 
of hairpins, or twisted into a classic French 
knot? Bun covers that match the dance skirt 
of the day? Earrings? Layers of coordinated 
sweaters and leg warmers to be shed as class 

progressed? Were we really going to squeeze 
into pink tights and leotards to dance in our 
kitchens and hallways? My friend Sarah’s 
answer was simple—she was taking class in 
her nightgown and proud of it; I was lazy, too, 
but more in the mode of leggings and T-shirts, 
at least at first.

What about other aspects of the 
studio? At Steps the piano accompanists 
have extensive repertoires and can be 
literally (“Oh, What a Beautiful Mornin’”) 
or playfully (“Hernando’s Hideaway”) or 
seriously (Swan Lake) inspirational at will. 
At Ballet Arts, class is given in the capacious 
Rudolph Nureyev Studio on the sixth f loor 
of City Center where just entering feels like 
an encounter with dance history. In studio 
we meet other dancers—sometimes friends 
or just familiars to greet, sometimes true 
celebrity sightings. How would we fare with 
recorded music and no classmates to admire 
or even copy when we momentarily blanked 
on the next step in a sequence or hadn’t 
quite caught a combination during the initial 
demonstration? What about the sprung 
(shock-absorbing) f loors and Marley f loor 
coverings that are de rigeur for professional 
studios and performance spaces? Marley—
the British company that made the original 
portable sheet vinyl f looring—is so crucial 
for providing a consistent surface and 
limiting injuries that major companies pack 
it along with their costumes and props when 
they go on tour. What about mirrors?

One of the most helpful aspects of Noriko’s 
teaching in studio is her use of touch. At the 
barre I now hold my working arm at just the 
right height and curve because of the many 
times she slipped her fingers under mine as 
she made her way around the room, lifting 
and placing my extended hand. My neck is 

finally unkinked when arching backward 
because she would repeatedly reposition my 
chin until I could feel where it belongs. And I 
never do a penché arabesque, where the upper 
body and one arm extend forward and down 
nearly to the floor while the opposite leg is 
held straight and lifted as high as possible 
behind, without hearing her say “Like Juliet’s 
balcony” and “Go, go, go, I am here” as she 
gave me courage to lean deeper and deeper, 
promising not to let me fall.

Noriko is tiny and sinewy with short 
black hair that, during the pandemic, she has 
been trimming to gently frame her face. She 
speaks in a robust alto with a thick Japanese 
accent and a ready, hearty laugh. I had seen 
her transform a small unpromising rental 
studio into serious workspace with nothing 
more than a CD player and her voice. But 
could even she make a realistic dance studio 
out of a kitchen? Remotely?

The first indication that I thought she 
could was my investment in a dance barre. 
They were in short supply that first April—
lots of aspiring gymnasts and dancers were 
creating home studios—but I managed to 
find one (only mint green was available) on 
Amazon. It arrived in mid-May. Lightweight 
and easy to assemble, it represented a major 
improvement over my chairback. “Leg on the 
barre” for stretches no longer meant “Try not 
to hurt Achilles or topple chair.” I didn’t think 
much about my hardwood floor for many 
weeks, although I did quickly wear holes in 
a pair of canvas ballet flats. But then ABT 
began distributing Marley practice mats to 
the company for home use, and Noriko told 
me that Harlequin was selling them for under 
$100. The softer surface of the vinyl and its 
greater friction required adjustments: more 
force to raise up on half-toe, as for pirouettes; 
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and longer balance to sustain the slower 
revolutions. With barre and mat, my home 
studio space was defined, and it remained 
unchanged until I visited Noriko’s apartment 
in February. She had layered her dance mat 
over a YoGorilla exercise mat, and both over 
an assembly of yoga mats. As soon as I walked 
on her dance floor, I was tempted to jump, and 
as soon as I did, I realized that my ankles and 
knees would appreciate a similar assembly; I 
acquired it within a week.

The very first time I signed on to Noriko’s 
Zoom class I was greeted with, “Barbara, all I 
see is your boobs!” I quickly realized that my 
iPad had to be at half my height for the camera 
to capture a head-to-toe image and so moved 
it from my table to the seat of a chair for a few 
classes before assigning it a dedicated spot on 
an empty upturned wine crate. I also realized 
that Noriko’s good-natured mocking was 
to be exaggerated, not curtailed in the odd 
intimacy of Zoom. Her early classes focused 
on those skills that most lent themselves 
to small spaces: alignment, balance, turns, 
jumps in place. Between exercises she would 
always ask “You get sweat?” and indeed, we 
did.

In some ways, Noriko’s Zoom classes are 
more rigorous than studio classes. Because 
there is no waiting turns between groups 
of dancers as there is in a crowded studio, 
each of us repeats each exercise until the 
music runs out. Because there is no class 
immediately following and hence no need to 
empty a studio on time, Noriko can and does 
request do-overs if she feels we need more 
practice or if she has an important general 
correction. Even when her Zoom sessions are 
organized through Steps or Ballet Arts rather 
than her private channel, Noriko is fiendish 
enough to extend class time so that it uses up 

the five or ten minutes that are reserved for 
questions at the end.

Once I committed to Kitchen Ballet 
seven days a week instead of my customary 
three in studio, I began to plan my days 
around Noriko’s classes and to fit all 
other activities—mundane and creative, 
obligatory and recreational—into the spaces 
between them. On Mondays, Wednesdays, 
and Fridays, when I take her 7 pm class, my 
daytime hours are free, but I do not expect 
to accomplish much more after class than a 
hot bath or shower, a late dinner, and some 
knitting or the day’s crossword during the 
MSNBC lineup. On Tuesdays and Thursdays I 
take her 1 pm class—and whether I do more 
than glance at the New York Times morning 
section, check emails, and read a few pages 
of Proust before then depends on how late 
I am lucky enough to sleep. I do not skip 
class even after one of my frequent white 
nights; I build in rest time beforehand or, if 
I dance exhausted, recovery time afterward. 
On Saturdays Noriko teaches from home at 
noon through Ballet Arts and the class is 
shorter and less strenuous than her weekday 
classes, so it is possible to make other plans 
for the day. On Sundays, since City Center 
received permission to re-open, she has 
begun teaching an afternoon “hybrid” class 
at Ballet Arts. She and a limited number of 
students are in studio, masked, and dancing 
in six-foot-square boxes marked on the f loor 
with duct tape, while any number of students 
may sign up for the same class virtually.

Although I began these remote classes 
with a casual attitude toward dance attire 
and frequently left my hair in a loose 
ponytail or braid, I soon found myself 
winding a neat French twist before every 
class, applying lipstick, and indulging a 

synesthetic attachment to perfume, whereby 
I wear Hermès Hiris with the dark blue label 
(formerly the dark blue bottle) when I am 
dancing in navy, Bulgari Eau de thé Vert when 
I am dancing in green, Jicky by Guerlain when 
in lavender, and Cerruti 1881 if the color of 
the day is pink. I cannot explain the appeal 
of this mélange of color and scent except to 
say that I like to think of an interview given 
long ago by Cynthia Gregory, the former 
prima ballerina whose Swan Lake is still 
considered definitive, in which she revealed 
that she wore baby powder when she danced 

the White Swan, Odette, and Norell perfume 
for the Black Swan, Odile.

When the number of classes per week 
started to exceed my supply of clean dance 
togs, I bought an inexpensive pack of colorful 
footless tights from Amazon, two new sports 
bras from Jockey, and some extra ripstop 
(“garbage bag”) nylon warm-up shorts from 
BodyWrappers. Whereas I long ago stopped 
sorting laundry into white and multi-colored 
wash, l have recently resumed sorting, now 
into dance and non-dance. I coddle my dance 
outfits, washing them in mesh lingerie bags 
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and hanging them to dry on the vintage 
style rack from Victorian Trading Company 
that is mounted near the washer/dryer in 
my kitchen; everything else just gets tossed 
into the machines. I try to keep up with 
the folding and putting away but confess 
to having purchased two new collapsible 
laundry baskets and sometimes just select 
outfits out of a basket of clean clothes or off 
the drying rack.

In studio, dance classes are immersive 
sensory-motor experiences. Squeezing past 
the students who are leaving the prior class, 
rushing to claim a favorite spot at the barre, 
we encounter the damp, heavy, sweat-scent-
ed air they leave behind. We watch and listen 
as the instructor demonstrates each exer-
cise, calling out the step names, almost all of 
them French, in sequences we are expected 
to memorize in a matter of seconds. We ex-
ecute these steps to music that varies with 
the pianist’s judgment and choice, although 
the instructor will often request a particular 
tempo such as “waltz” or “tango.” And Noriko, 
as I have said, is a hands-on teacher given to 
corrections that rely as much upon her nudg-
ing us into proper alignment as on telling us 
how to get there. We watch each other and our 
own reflections in the mirrors that always 
cover at least one wall of the room. And we 
move—the bending and stretching in place at 
the beginning of class giving way by the end 
to the turns and leaps and traveling combina-
tions that cover the entire diagonal of the stu-
dio. When class is over there is always hearty 
applause, usually initiated by the instructor 
with a grateful bow to the pianist while we 
dancers turn to applaud the instructor and 
detour on our way out to give the pianist our 
personal thanks.

In studio, dance classes are also social 

events. In the few minutes before the 
instructor arrives, having staked a spot 
by hanging a towel or sweater on the barre 
or leaving a pair of flats or a water bottle 
underneath it, we hold brief catch-up 
conversations with people we see only in 
class and hastily set coffee dates for after 
class or plans to attend a performance with 
those who have become friends. Throughout 
the class we might exchange compliments or 
ask each other for critiques or just help with 
a difficult step. Or point out in a whisper 
with a head gesture we hope is subtle that 
the unassuming dancer in the back row with 
the impossibly high arabesques and triple 
turns is actually Christine Shevchenko, the 
ABT principal whose Kitri in Don Quixote 
astounded us last season.

What is it about Noriko’s teaching that 
enables her to command an international 
attendance in the absence of a studio—as well 
as absence of the space, live music, mirrors, 
proximity to each other, opportunities for 
feedback; in short, all of the elements any one 
of us would likely have deemed necessities 
for a basic class in a reputable school? What 
is it, I have wondered, about Noriko’s Kitchen 
Ballet that exerts such a pull on my time and 
on my life, that makes me coif, dress, and 
perfume myself with such devotion, even 
alone in my apartment?

Some social aspects of a dance class are 
evident, in modified form, in Kitchen Ballet. 
As we sign in, literally viewing each other’s 
kitchens, Noriko will announce the arrivals 
and greet people with “good afternoon,” 

“good evening,” or “good morning” according 
to their time zones. She will comment on pets 
or babies who cross the screen in different 
apartments and tell us who will be absent 
because of a conflicting appointment or an 

injury. Recently, she showed us a photo of 
the miniature snowman she nestled into a 
corner of her balcony, decorated as she would 
with wisps of scallions for hair, curved green 
pepper slices for eyebrows, large blueberries 
making soulful eyes, a strawberry nose, and 
two round carrot slices one atop the other in 
pouty lips. We chat with each other as well, 
taking advantage of the few moments before 
she hits “Mute All” to keep stray noises from 
diverting the screen image away from her 
as she teaches. From then on, she will see 
us in “Gallery” view but not be able to hear 
us, and we will hear and see her in “Active 
Speaker” view but be unable to see each other 
or ourselves.

Early on I observed that most of us were 
using Noriko’s voice as our mirror. I could tell 
this by the number of times she had to remind 
me and others to move our fingers closer 
together in fifth position, an elementary 
placement sometimes known as bras en 
couronne (crown), in which the arms are 
rounded and held above and slightly forward 
of the head. In studio, a quick glance in the 
mirror would prevent the misplacement. I 
was surprised both by how little our own 
proprioceptive sense helped us at first 
and how it seemed to improve over time, 
leaving Noriko free to issue more nuanced 
corrections about arm position: “Lift from 
the scapula. Shoulders down. Chest relaxed.” 
And sometimes even affirmations: “I am tall! 
Reach the sky!”

I am drawn to Noriko’s teaching because 
she thinks in words as well as steps. If, in 
studio, one of us asks, “What comes after 
the turn?” or “Where are the arms on the 
arabesque?” she can give an immediate verbal 
response. And even if she demonstrates as 
well, she does not need to repeat the whole 

sequence up to the point in question, as do 
teachers who rely more heavily on spatial 
memory and imitation. Now that we are 
muted and do not ask questions, the verbal 
aspects of her teaching are critical, and she 
exaggerates them instinctively. Although 
she might ask, “You got it?” as she would 
in class before signaling to the pianist to 
begin, now before asking she will have 
performed the exercise to recorded music 
while reciting the names of the steps and 
demonstrated it again while counting aloud. 
She will have given an abstracted rendition, 
for example, with tendu, in which the leg is 
extended on the f loor with toe pointed, “two 
to the front, two to the back, one to the side, 
then turn.” And just before re-starting the 
music for us, she will recite the names of the 
steps in sequence once more, this time using 
the common dancer’s shortcut of simulating 
the footwork with her hands.

At the barre we first face 90 degrees coun-
terclockwise to the perpendicular from our 
cameras such that the right is the “working” 
and the left the “standing” leg, and then we 
repeat each exercise on the other side. Even 
if Noriko does the exercises along with us, 
whether for her own workout or to keep us 
from getting lost, turning our heads to watch 
her would distort our alignment, and so we 
are grateful for her verbal reminders. Recip-
rocally, her side view of us will exaggerate 
any protuberance, front or rear, and Noriko is 
not shy about naming the offending dancer or 
the offending body part.

“Like a ya-a-awning,” she will say for the 
earliest stretches, and “don’t rush” or “be 
late.” She will count, call out the next step, 
tell us when to switch sides, sing along with 
the music, or urge us to raise a leg just a few 
centimeters higher or balance a few seconds 
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longer. “Stretch from inside!” “Don’t tense!” 
“Stay, stay, stay!” Another brief sequence of 
pliés (knee bends) and stretches when we 
are “defrosted” marks the end of the barre. 
Noriko calls these “David Howard” after the 
legendary teacher who was her mentor and 
frequent guest when she ran her own studio 
in Japan and whose legacy she continues.

For  center f loor work we can face our 
screens and cameras, and watching Noriko 
is easier. Whereas in studio she would 
demonstrate facing the mirror, and we 
would watch and imitate from behind her, in 
Kitchen Ballet she faces us, which requires 
her to say “right foot” when she is using her 
left, an adaptation she made early with only 
rare confusion. Here, because she and not 
the pianist is choosing the music, Noriko 
will often tell us which ballet it is from, 
almost always pointing out, when she plays 
excerpts from Giselle, that it is my favorite. 
If a particular combination echoes a famous 
variation, she will name not only the ballet 
it comes from—La Bayadère, Serenade—but 
also the dancers—Makarova, Baryshnikov—
she most admired in the role, often 
suggesting we watch them on video. Work 
in center begins with adagio (sustained 
movements emphasizing balance) and 
includes pirouettes and jumps. With time 
Noriko has become bolder about traveling 
combinations, encouraging us to turn our 
backs to the camera and move in figure 
eights to keep from running out of space.

An adage I first learned from Nancy 
Meeter (Owens) when she was a young 
teacher in Chicago holds that there are two 
ways to learn to dance: by pain and by image. 
This was echoed by Warren Conover, former 
ABT soloist, who used to say, “The only good 
arabesque is a painful arabesque.” Noriko 

must subscribe as she frequently calls out 
“Enjoy pain!” when pushing us to stretch to 
our limits, or “For your stamina!” when she 
asks us to repeat a jump combination just one 
more time when we are already breathing 
hard. Her images are often fanciful: “Be a 
Ziploc bag!” meaning bring the legs tightly 
together in the midline for the narrowest 
possible base when balancing on half-point, 
and “Don’t be a Pisa.” Or when we hop as we 
fight for balance at the end of a turn, “Don’t 
be a kangaroo.” Sometimes they are timely: 

“Like NASA Mars landing, toe knows where to 
go,” when she wants us to guide an extended 
leg back to a precise position on the ground. 
Sometimes they are anatomically feasible—

“Air in!” “Inhale!” “Breathe!”—or almost 
feasible—“Belly button to the spine; if you 
don’t stabilize torso with core muscles, you 
can’t move.” And sometimes farfetched as 
during forward bending from the waist when 
she says, “Stretch your kidneys!” Kidneys 
are not muscle and stretching them is not 
only not voluntary and not “good” pain, it is 
precisely the mechanism of the agony caused 
by passing a stone.

Noriko will give corrections “for every-
one,” sometimes for two or three students 
all having difficulty for the same reason and 
sometimes just for one. We respond by re-
peating the step, trying to incorporate what 
she has told us. If we are successful, she will 
say “You got it!” or “You see?” “Getting it” 
once is no guarantee of “having it” for the fu-
ture, and although Noriko never shows impa-
tience, I do receive the same basic corrections 
repeatedly: “Shoulders down.” “Belly button 
in!” “Breathe!” I am quietly delighted at the 
movements I found unimaginable last year—
maintaining balance in an unsupported deep 
plié or backbend —that during Kitchen Ballet 

have become pleasant challenges. Pirouettes, 
always capricious for me, have improved with 
her detailed pointers. My stamina is better 
too, repeating jumps is easier, and class time 
passes more quickly.

Noriko’s compliments—“Beautiful, Mol-
ly!” “Good, Akiko”—burst forth at our modest 
accomplishments. She teases: “Today Barba-
ra finally got her leg up to 90 degrees in ara-
besque!” But she is sensitive and kind. When 
I pay her $10 fee by Venmo after each class, 
she will acknowledge with “Thank-you very 
much; have a good night” followed by emojis 
of a bathtub, a tired face, a glass of red wine, 
and a figure in bed under the covers. Recently, 
and for only the second time in many months, 
she included a thumbs up emoji and “You 
looked good.” I thanked her, and she wrote 
back, “I can tell you worked with focus. Ev-
ery day we have different body but still same 
body. But we are learning a lot. Have a nice 
night, Noriko.” Emoji of smiling face with 
bead of sweat. Emoji of crescent moon and 
stars over city buildings.

Delighted as I am that Noriko notices 
improvement in my classwork when I focus, I 
am chagrined when, despite her unwavering 
enthusiasm and animation, I lose focus 
during Kitchen Ballet. How when “stretching 
my kidneys” I notice the dust on the wood 
frame of the loveseat and the crumbs under 
the table. Sometimes I am mentally rehashing 
an earlier conversation or deciding between 
salmon and vegetable soup for dinner or 
imagining what that small bookshelf would 
look like on the opposite wall. A minor 
frustration, but one of the few that create 
nostalgia for the studio.

Last week Steps circulated a survey to 
determine which precautions we would 
require to feel safe in studio, and whether 

we would continue to dance at home if 
hybrid classes were offered. The hybrid 
classes through Ballet Arts on Sundays 
were briefly seductive; the music, although 
recorded, echoed in the vast studio, and 
the class had a familiar rhythm as students 
took turns doing traveling combinations in 
small groups. But even for Noriko, who has 
eyes in the back of her head, keeping track 
of students both in studio and on a screen 
off to one side is probably as challenging as 
following her class from that camera angle 
is for me.

For now, non-hybrid Kitchen Ballet with 
Noriko remains my preference. What she has 
created from a potential deprivation is an 
extraordinary gift: personal ballet coaching 
in an international collegial setting, a reliable 
anchor of joyful exercise accessible without 
even leaving home. Class ends when Noriko is 
satisfied that we have worked enough, and she 
announces, “Let’s do reverence.” Traditionally 
a curtsy as gesture of mutual appreciation 
between teacher and students, reverence in 
Kitchen Ballet includes a cool down. With 
feet apart and turned out we bend the knees, 
recover, then bend at the waist to each side, 
reaching with outstretched arms. We repeat 
this with heels together, this time bending 
forward and back. We then step grandly 
to the right, point the left foot in front, and 
bow deeply, extending the right arm over the 
pointed toe. We repeat the curtsy to the left, 
unmute ourselves, switch to Gallery View 
to share applause and a chorus of “Thank-
yous,” and wave goodbye to Noriko and to 
each other. Tired but content, we tap “Leave 
Meeting,” the spell breaks, and our kitchens 
are once again ordinary rooms where, until 
the next day’s class, we will do everything but 
ballet. ✦
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